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Section 1:
Mission, Vision, Value, Goals

Mission
To enliven and enrich our community by presenting and fostering the development of
independent and underrepresented film, music and allied arts.

Vision
We envision OFS with a stable home and a solid base of operations, which enable us to carry
out our mission as a premier arts presenter to a growing and diverse membership.

Values
Arts Programming
• Support for independent and underrepresented artists and art forms
• Educational programming for adults, families and youth
• Excellence in cinema and music presentation and event production
• Maintaining a reputation among visiting artists as a premier arts presenter
• Preserving the historical and community value and integrity of the Capitol Theater

Community Engagement & Enrichment
• Community engagement through volunteerism, sponsorship, and membership
• Responsiveness to the needs and interests of our members, sponsors, and patrons
• Accessibility, inclusiveness, and outreach to new audiences
• Community and individual enrichment through the arts
• Community partnerships with local businesses and non-profits

Organizational Management
• Collective ownership through non-hierarchical and participatory decision-making
• Sustainable employment for staff
• Long-term strategic goals and ongoing evaluation that guide our daily operations

Strategic Goals

Goal 1:  To build awareness and appreciation for OFS as a premier arts presenter in the
  South Sound community

Goal 2:  To effectively manage our finances, increase revenue streams, and build cash
  reserves

Goal 3:  To strengthen organizational management and infrastructure

Goal 4:  To encourage community participation through volunteerism, membership and
  sponsorship

Goal 5:  To strengthen our capacity to provide educational programming for youth

Goal 6:  To acquire and properly equip a permanent home
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Section 1:
Organizational Overview

The Olympia Film Society (OFS) was formed in 1980 as a nonprofit 501(c)(3).  Its mission is “to
enliven and enrich our community by presenting and fostering the development of independent
and underrepresented film, music and allied arts.” OFS began leasing the Capitol Theater in
1990. The 770-seat-theater, built in 1924 and an Olympia landmark, has been in continuous
use as a theater. In the minds of many patrons, the Capitol Theater is an inextricably part of
OFS’ identity.

Programming

OFS presents the finest selection of award-winning, international, and independent films.
Special screenings feature question-and-answer sessions and discussion panels with visiting
filmmakers. The organization also produces a variety of special series, including the Janis
Classic Film Series, a Kids & Family Matinee Series, and Midnight movies.

In addition to cinema presentation and education, OFS also produces many events to reflect the
diverse cultural interests of our membership and audience.   The society offers both large front-
of-house shows and smaller backstage shows featuring live music concerts and festivals,
burlesque shows, spoken word, dance performances, and is host to many unique community
events. In addition to in-house promoted events, OFS encourages community to use of the
theater through rentals and co-promoted events.

Over it’s long history, OFS has been proud to present local and national musicians like the
Indigo Girls, Iris Dement, The White Stripes, Taj Mahal, Henry Rollins, Amy Goodman, and
many more. The community unites at OFS’s annual events that include, the OFS Oscar
Party, Night of the Living Tributes Bands, and Duck the Malls Holiday Arts Fair.

The biggest event of the year is the Olympia Film Festival.  Since 1983, OFS has produced this
eight-day extravaganza of films, filmmakers, special performances, discussion panels, and
educational workshops held each November at the Capitol Theater.  The Society also produces
smaller festivals throughout the year, including the Documentary Film Festival, Environmental
Film Festival, and the What You Got? You Film and Music Festival.

Organizational Management

Eight part-time paid staff run daily operations.  Staff members include Board Coordinator &
Development Coordinator, Volunteer Coordinator, Film Programming Director, Theater Manager
& Events Director, Cinema Technician, Audio & Stage Production Technician, Bookkeeper, and
Housekeeping Engineer.  The staff (except for the Bookkeeper and Housekeeping Engineer)
form a collective, make decisions based upon consensus, are accountable to one another, and
jointly share the responsibilities of an executive director.

During the summer months and leading up to the Olympia Film Festival part-time positions are
added (Festival Director and Festival Programmer) to manage and program the event.
OFS also employs a House Manager and Stage Manager for each live event.
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A Board of Directors of eight are responsible for financial oversight and setting organizational
policies and procedures. Members of the Board of Directors are elected for two-year terms by
the membership.  Vacancies between elections may be filled by Board appointment for the
balance a vacant term.

Board and staff serve on committees along with member volunteers. Committees provide an
opportunity for members with specialized knowledge and skills to share their expertise. The
current committees, most of which meet monthly, are the Executive Committee, Board
Development Committee, Development & Fundraising Committee, Festival Oversight
Committee, Marketing Committee, Personnel Committee, and Finance Committee. Since Fall
2008 there has been increased emphasis on the work of committees in an effort to streamline
the decision-making process. Actions requiring Board action are referred from the appropriate
committee to the Board with recommendations.

OFS describes itself as a volunteer organization, and indeed volunteers are the backbone of the
operation. Volunteers sell and collect tickets, run the concession stand, oversee the smooth
operation of the lobby, assist in the operation of the projection equipment for films and the
lights and sound system for live performances, provide security, serve on committees, distribute
flyers, help in the office, and organize festivals and special events. Although demographic data
is not collected from volunteers, the survey conducted in 2009 indicated that the majority of
volunteers are in the 25-35 age group.

Fiscal Status

Earned income revenue streams include ticket sales, concession sales, theater rentals, and ad
sales.  Income generated from fundraising comes from individual donations, membership dues,
sponsorships, and grants.  The 2009 operations budget estimates that 83% of total revenue will
come from earned income.

Revenues increased steadily from 2001 to 2008, then began a downward trend.  Unfortunately,
expenses increased at a faster pace, outstripping revenues beginning in 2006.   
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The multi-year loss notwithstanding, OFS continues to be in a strong cash position, with cash
reserves (some of which are designated) of nearly $200,000.  There is also potential for
significant increases in income generated from fundraising.  With over 1,4000 members, OFS
has a large community of supporters whose potential as regular donors and major donors has
yet to be fully explored.  Grants and sponsorships are two other previously untapped potential
revenue streams.
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Section 2:
Planning Goals and Process

In May 2009, the owner of the Capitol Theater put the property on the market. As noted above,
OFS’ identity is strongly connected with the theater. And like OFS itself, the theater evokes
strong loyalty. Variously described as “charming,” “a treasure,” and “funky,” the theater is an
excellent example of early 20th century performance venues. OFS and its members are loathe
to lose the use of the theater, but raising sufficient funds to purchase the building represents a
stretch for OFS.  And in addition to the obvious and immediate need to raise the funds, there
will be long-term financial implications in ongoing maintenance and repairs.

If OFS decides not to purchase the theater, it does not necessarily mean that they have to
move out any time soon. The theater could be on the market for a considerable period before
someone buys it. It is also possible that a new owner would simply continue OFS’ lease.
However, the possibility exists that OFS might have to move at some point in time.

The combination of decreasing attendance, decreasing revenue, increasing operations costs,
and the possibility of a large mortgage payment is unsustainable. OFS recognizes it must make
major changes in numerous areas in order to be successful in the future, regardless of where
it’s located.  Creating a strategic plan was the first logical step—followed by a building
assessment, business planning, fundraising planning, marketing planning.

Planning Goal

The goal was to assess the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats and
to create long-term strategic goals, objectives, and strategies that would help OFS:

• Build its organizational capacity;
• Address its budget shortfall;
• Improve its programming; and
• Assess its ability to successfully develop and execute a capital campaign to secure a

permanent home, and then maintain a permanent home.

Planning Process

The 2010-2014 strategic plan builds off OFS’s previous 1999 and 2007 plans.  OFS began the
process in June and completed the process in January.  The planning methods and timeline
included:

• June—OFS created a task force comprised of staff and Board to coordinate the planning
process

• July—OFS hired a consultant to help us create a strategic plan and conduct an
organizational assessment to help OFS build its organizational capacity

• July—Board members, Staff, and volunteers participated in interviews with the
consultant

• July—The staff participated in a one-day capacity building retreat
• August—Created a survey available online and in paper format for patrons and

members to complete (see appendix for survey results)
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• August—The Staff and Board conducted interviews with our long-time business
sponsors (see appendix for questions).

• August—Volunteers conducted “person-on-the-street” interviews in various locations in
Olympia (see appendix for interview results).

• September—The Staff Collective & Board gathered for a one-day strategic planning
retreat

The strategic plan document was created in the fall with three or four drafts presented to the
Board, task force, and staff before final approval in January.
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Section 3:
SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats
Loyal membership
base

Staff job descriptions
do not list the job
functions they are
actually performing.

Capitol Theater for
sale

Capitol Theater for
sale

Long established in
the community

OFS has been
operating at a loss
since 2006

Mobilize membership
for donations

Netflicks, online
movies, big screen
TVs

Good cash reserves Lack of clarity about
what kinds of films
and events are
consistent with
mission

Theater is an
historical building
(even if it’s not
officially designated
as such)

Low attendance at
films and events

Committed staff and
Board

Limited fundraising
and grant-writing
history

Comprehensive plan
for grant-writing

Possible long-term
financial instability if
purchase the building.

Special place in the
hearts of members

Uncertainty about
which films & events
make money, which
lose money

Possible long-term
financial stability if
purchase the building.

The climate for fund-
raising isn’t good right
now.

Only venue in town
for independent films

Low attendance at
films

If don’t buy the bldg,
possibility of finding a
venue that’s the “right
size.”

Large number of
volunteers

Theater needs a
facelift and new
seating

“Big screen”
experience is better
than watching a DVD
at home

Programming

Film Programming—The Film Programmer receives input from members through monthly film
programming brainstorm meetings and is responsible for booking the films. Gross receipts are
reported to two box office tabulation companies and directly to the distributor on a daily basis.

The film programmer has been on the job for seven years, and there’s been no fundamental
change in the type of films being booked, but there has been a steady decline in film
attendance since beginning in 2006.
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There is no ready explanation for the overall decline in attendance. The Olympia area has two
new multiplexes, which have opened in the last few years, increasing the number of venues
OFS is competing against. Common-sense speculation places much of the blame on Netflix –
consumers can subscribe to Netflix and have access to thousands of movies on DVD or via
internet streaming. Additionally, the time between a movie’s initial release and when it’s
available on DVD has shortened considerably in the last few years so movie viewers don’t have
as long to wait before they can rent DVDs of movies they missed in a theater.

OFS recognizes that there is a pressing need for increased marketing to build its audiences, but
is faced with the challenge of not having a dedicated marketing staffer.  Creating a long-term
marketing plan that includes plans for how and who will implement marketing strategies is a
first step.  Changes in programming have also been discussed as a way to increase revenue.
Creating more interactive and unique film-going experiences along with film events that draw
large audiences to counterbalance screenings of more obscure films that cater to small
audiences are two potential changes.

Event Programming—Among the many challenges, there is a conflict between the need to have
adequate staffing to pull it all together, and the opportunity to book performances with little
advance notice. This was one of the issues considered when the decision was made to
discontinue the publication and distribution of the six-week program. Sometimes a booking
agent will notify the Event Director that an artist is available for a performance in three to four
weeks, but the six-week program had already been printed and distributed and it was not
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considered advisable to change the program.

Educational Programming—The Film Ranch is an educational program of OFS, teaching basic
filmmaking, editing, and animation, with a mentoring component for young people. In the past
volunteers have led the program, but there are currently no volunteers and the program is
dormant.  Collaborations with TCTV’s YAYA Media and students at New Market Skills Center are
being explored.  There is an interest amongst some Board and staff to prioritize educational
programming, secure more equipment and hire an educational programmer.

Organizational Management

Board of Directors—The OFS Board has most often functioned as a “working-board.”  As a
result, the Board more often attracts dedicated OFS volunteers than community members with
significant professional knowledge in law, finance, business development, fundraising or
marketing.  Recent organizational growth has prompted the Board to begin the transition
between a working Board and a policy setting Board.  There has also been an expressed desire
to further “professionalize” the Board through increased trainings and recruiting members with
professional skills to offer.  This is a positive change, but has caused some challenges as
expectations are adjusted.

Historically, the Board and staff have not always had a positive and trusting relationship.
Increased communication through monthly reporting and working collaboratively in the recently
created committee structure has helped to build stronger alliances between the Board and staff,
but there is still more work that can be done to improve communication and trust.

Staff—There are challenges to working in a collective, one of which is how the group handles
performance problems. Because no one is the supervisor, the responsibility rests with the group
and not an individual to deal with a fellow employee who may not be performing up to
expectations.
Some potential problem areas are:

• Does the person who first observes the behavior bring it up to the individual before
going to the group?

• If so, how does the group know that other people also have concerns?
• Might one person be reluctant to bring the issue to the group without first checking with

other group members one-on-one to determine if others have concerns? If someone
does this, couldn’t it be viewed as splitting or gossiping?

• How does the group deal with a personnel emergency, such as harassment, workplace
violence, etc.? Some employee behaviors put the organization at risk for financial
damages, particularly if there is no written policy which prohibits the behavior, describes
the investigation process and specifies the consequences to the offending employee.

The members of the collective agree that the collective is operating to their satisfaction. It
should also be noted that the members generally get along with each other and there do not
appear to be ongoing conflicts. The collective might have a difficult time dealing with continuing
disagreements between members, or if someone simply “does their own thing” without bringing
issues to the collective. In other words, the effectiveness of the collective is personality-
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dependent; personnel changes may lead to a less satisfactory mix.

There may be lack of clarity about what decisions may be made by an individual staff person in
the normal performance of his or her duties, and which decisions should come before the
group. Similarly, there may be lack of clarity about what decisions may be made by the
collective and which decisions should come before the Board.

Some personnel policies have been written over the last couple of years, but there is not a
comprehensive set of policies setting forth the conditions of employment, employment
expectations, disciplinary causes and actions, and other essential considerations.

Volunteers—There is not currently an application form for volunteers, nor a written agreement
specifying expectations for volunteers in general or specific tasks to be completed for each
position. As one would expect, there is a range in how seriously volunteers take their
commitment. The volunteer coordinator has stated that he wishes to provide training in
customer service. This is an important part of an overall strategy to boost the perceived
professionalism of the volunteers.

Fiscal Status

The annual losses must be addressed through a comprehensive review of attendance,
fundraising and marketing.  Some Board members state that while they understand the broad
picture of the monthly financial reports, they don’t understand what factors contribute to the
fluctuations.  In particular, they cite lack of information about what kinds of films and live
events are making money and which are not.

Marketing & PR—Films and live events are advertised several ways: on the OFS website
(www.OlympiaFilmSociety.org), Google (www.google.com/movies), The Olympian, quarterly
newsletter, the marquee, and by a weekly printed schedule available at the theater and some
local stores. Live performance events are also advertised by posters and flyers distributed
around town.

OFS used to have a six-week program which was mailed to members, but discontinued it in
January 2009 due to the high costs of printing and mailing. While the survey respondents
indicated that it was easy to learn what films or live events were scheduled, the written
comments showed a strong desire to return to the six-week program. Overall, attendance at
films and events has decreased this year. There might be many reasons for this, including the
down economy, but the six-week program may be one factor.

Staff and Board agree that the lack of a comprehensive marketing program and dedicated
marketing staffer is a major issue for the organization.

Fundraising—OFS has always had strong membership base with approximately 1400 members.
Membership types vary from a low income/senior individual membership for $17 per year to
Mogul at $1000.  Memberships account for the largest percentage of income from fundraising,
budgeted in 2008 for just over $33,000.  Until recently, however, OFS has not had a concerted
fundraising or grant writing effort. Fundraising, grants, and donations account for only 4% of
anticipated revenue in the 2009 budget. As one Board member noted, “OFS has not converted
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its members to donors.” In order to reach the Board’s fundraising goals, everyone – Board,
staff, volunteers, and members – has to work in a coordinated fashion.

Budgeted Revenue Sources
2009

Ticket Sales
59%

Production Fees & 
Rental

7%

Concessions
15%

Membership
13%

Grants
1%Donations

1%

Fundraising letter
2%

Other
4%

Ad Sales
2%

In the fall of 2008, OFS convened its first Development & Fundraising Committee.  A capital
campaign was undertaken in late 2008 to raise $25,000 for a new marquee.  Approximately
$21,000 was raised about four months and a new marquee and renovations to the front façade
were completed.  The campaign demonstrated the membership’s commitment to preserving the
historic integrity of the Capitol Theater as OFS’s home and the potential for similar future
campaigns.

A variety of fundraising strategies were modified and implemented in 2009 causing operations
revenue from fundraising to increase by $18,700, a 32% increase from 2008 final budget
number.  Capital support in 2009 increased by $3,000 in 2009 to $24,000.

Further opportunities for grant writing, major donor cultivation, workplace giving, and
sponsorships are being discussed as part of the 2010-2014 fundraising plan.  A redefinition of
the job responsibilities of the Office Manager as a Development Coordinator is currently
underway. This is a positive move, improving OFS’ chances of successful grant proposals.
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Section 4:
Strategic Goals with Associated Objectives and Strategies

Based on the SWOT analysis, OFS developed the following goals and their associated objectives
and strategies for 2010-2014.

Goal 1:  To build awareness and appreciation for OFS as a premier arts presenter in
the South Sound community

Objective 1:  To develop and execute a comprehensive, coordinated 5-year marketing
plan

Strategies
• Evaluate current program distribution and advertising methods and modify as

needed
• Evaluate current OFS publications (print and web) and modify as needed
• Evaluate current marketing expenses and methods for posting marketing

expenses to operations budget, modify as needed, and create an annual
marketing budget

• Determine how the organization will meet its marketing staffing needs
• Evaluate current public relations methods and strategies and modify as

needed
• Maintain the Marketing & PR Committee and related volunteers and interns

as a critical component in the successful executive of the 5-year plan

Objective 2: To enhance the quality and diversity of programming
Strategies (Film Programming)
• Create unique film-going experiences unavailable at area multiplexes or

through home rentals
• Further develop, brand, and market special film series (Kids Family Matinees,

Midnight Movies, Janis Classic Films)
• Further enhance the film-going experience through increased filmmaker

visits, discussion forums, and related activities.
• Further develop, brand and market current mini-festivals, including

documentary festival and environmental festival
• Create new mini-festivals and special series when appropriate and as staffing

allows
Strategies (Event Programming)
• Continue to fully utilize the theater by balancing large productions with small

backstage shows, local artists with national artists, and annual events with
one-time events and concerts

• To develop a reputation for What You Got Fest as a premier youth arts event
in the South Sound

• To further create and continue to develop and brand and market in-house
promoted events and concerts

• Encourage the community (non-profit and for-profit) to utilize the theater
through rentals and co-produced events
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Objective 3:  To improve the theater-going experience
Strategies
• Establish annual cinema presentation and event production maintenance,

upgrade, and acquisition funding priorities
• Establish annual theater upgrade and maintenance funding priorities
• Improve accessibility of theater

Goal 2:  To effectively manage our finances, increase revenue streams, and build
cash reserves

Objective 1: To operate OFS at a net profit by 2014

Objective 2: To maintain adequate cash reserves

Objective 3:  To increase our earned income
Strategies
• Utilize data (grosses, attendance, member surveys, suggestion box,

programming volunteer suggestions) to evaluate and modify programming
• Create, market, and sell OFS merchandise
• Research and implement new forms of revenue

Objective 4: By the end of 2014, at least half of the operating revenue is from
donations and grants

Strategies
• Create a comprehensive, coordinated 5-year fund development plan that

includes major donor solicitation, sponsorships, direct mail appeals, special
events, workplace giving, and grants

• Redefine Office Manager position as Development Director
• Maintain Development & Fundraising committee and fundraising-related

volunteers as a critical component in the successful execution of the plan
• Educate the membership on the importance of financial contributions beyond

annual membership dues and provide various methods of giving

Objective 5: To create and implement procedures to ensure good financial
management practices

Objective 6: To make our financial and general organizational status more transparent
to the membership

Strategies
• Create and distribute an annual report
• Evaluate current membership meeting format and modify to increase

attendance
• More fully utilize e-mail blast, website, and theater lobby to post updates on

organizational status

Goal 3:  To strengthen organizational management and infrastructure
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Objective 1:  To strengthen ability of staff to make long-term commitment
Strategies
• Work towards supporting a staff earning competitive compensation and

receiving employee benefits, including paid holidays, vacation, sick leave and
medical insurance

• Maintain job descriptions that accurately reflects staff duties and
responsibilities

• Ensure adequate office equipment and software are available
• Reduce staff hours spent on administrative tasks by increasing the number of

administrative volunteers

Objective 2:  Cultivate an optimally effective Staff Collective
Strategies
• Review 2009 organizational assessment and implement recommendations as

appropriate
• Provide annual, ongoing, and one-time training
• Explore and support when possible opportunities for professional

development
• Maintain and improve staff evaluation processes and procedures

Objective 3: To strengthen Board’s role in organizational oversight
Strategies
• Maintain a Board of at least 8 un-paid members
• Seek Board members who represent the demographics of the community
• Provide annual, ongoing, and one-time training needs
• Create better systems for communicating information between committees,

staff and Board to ensure that Board make informed decisions
• Continue to professionalize the board by recruiting Board members with

professional skills in fundraising, financial management, capital campaigns,
human resource management, marketing and public relations

• Establish a greater Board presence at major OFS events and important
community meetings

• Improve communication between Board and membership

Objective 4:  To improve institutional history
Strategies
• Create personnel policies that describes terms of employment, employment

expectations, corrective actions, hiring procedures, and related working
conditions

• Better utilizing online filing cabinet to store and access major organizational
documents and create a system for backing-up major organizational files

• Establish archives of major publications (program guides, flyers) and press
recognition

Goal 4:  To encourage community participation through volunteerism, membership,
and sponsorship
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Objective 1:  To improve, expand and diversify our volunteer program
Strategies
• Decrease turnover in regular volunteer shifts and create a pool of on-call

volunteers to cover cancellations and no-shows
• Seek volunteers that reflects the demographics of our members and patrons
• Create a system to gather and report volunteer data (ie. number of volunteers

and volunteer hours) by July 2010
• Determine annual, ongoing, and one-time volunteer training needs, establish

training schedule, and train volunteers in areas identified
• Create (or revise existing) volunteer manual describing the specific

responsibilities of each volunteer position by the end of 2010
• Create a volunteer application that includes an explanation of volunteer

expectations and solicits demographic information
• Identify administrative volunteer support needs and recruit appropriate

volunteers
• Evaluate current volunteer recognition practices and modify as needed

Objective 2: To more fully engage the business community by creating sponsorship
opportunities for regular series film, concert, and event programming

Objective 3:  To build our membership and improve our renewal rates

Goal 5:  To strengthen our capacity to provide educational programming for youth

Objective 1:  To build a mutually beneficial collaboration with TCTV’s YAYA Media

Objective 2:  To identify an educational programming model that seeks to enhance
current offerings and build new opportunities

Objective 3:  To determine equipment, space, and staffing needs and funding sources
to effectively manage and build educational program

Goal 6:  To acquire and properly equip a permanent home

Objective 1:  To determine life-safety, electrical, and environmental upgrades for the
potential purchase Capitol Theater

Objective 2:  To develop a business plan

Objective 3:  To determine financial feasibility of securing a permanent home and
secure appropriate financing

Objective 4:  To successfully develop and implement a capital campaign to secure a
permanent home

Objective 5:  To create a contingency plan if we can not purchase the Capitol Theater
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APPENDIX:

Online Survey Highlights
September 2009

 How do people find out what’s showing?
• Only 20% said from flyers
• More than two-thirds said from the OFS website
• More than two-thirds said it was easy to find out what’s happening, even when the

question was asked twice
• The written responses showed a strong desire to bring back the 6-week program.

 The most frequently-marked category for How often to you attend films at the Capitol
Theater was, “A few times a year.” (58%)

 Only about a quarter of respondents have made a financial contribution to OFS

 31% said they would attend video/film/audio production classes if offered

 73% said they attend OFS films that have also been shown at area multiplexes

  Age
• Under 18 ------------0
• 18-25 -------------- 20
• 26-35 -------------- 64
• 36-50 -------------- 81
• 51-64 ---------- 91
• 65 and above - 33

 Education
• Less than HS --------- 1
• High school or GED-- 5
• Some college --------44
• College degree-129
• Graduate degree108

Under 18
0%

Age 51-64
32%

Age 36-50
28%

Age 26-35
22%

Age 18-25
7%

Age 65 & above
11%

College degree
45%

Graduate 
degree
38%

HS or GED
2%Less than HS

0%
Some college

15%
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Less than 
$25K
31%

$25 - 50K
37%

$50 - 75K
0%

$75 or more
25%

No response
7%

 Approximate annual income
• Less than $25,000----------------72
• Between $25,000 and $49,999 82
• Between $50,000 and $74,000 - 0
• $75,000 or more------------ 57
• No response -----------------------17

 What kinds of films would you like to see more of at the Capitol Theater and which
would you like to see less of? (Check all that apply)
Note: Sorted from most to least popular

 More Less

Independent 236 3

Foreign 200 18

Documentaries 196 18

Classics 156 36

Avant garde 118 47

Children's and Family
Friendly 92 60

Animation 92 57

Science Fiction 77 67

Fantasy 60 73

Horror 42 122
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 What kind of music and live performance events would you like to see more of at the
Capitol Theater and which would you like to see less of? (check all that apply)
Note: Sorted from most to least popular

 More Less

Folk 135 29

Dance performances 120 26

World 113 40

Rock 111 31

Blues 106 41

Burlesque 86 46

Punk 60 51

Hip-Hop 45 67

Country 40 53

 Rate how much you agree with the following statements:

 Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

The people who attend films and other
events at the Capitol Theater represent a
broad cross section of the local community.

11 95 134 43

The people who volunteer with or are
involved with the Olympia Film Society
represent a broad cross section of the local
community.

22 135 101 21

It’s easy to find out what films or other
events are taking place at the Capitol
Theater.

11 43 92 139

I make financial contributions to
organizations and causes I believe in.

8 33 116 125

The Olympia Film Society website, quarterly
newsletter, and the weekly printed schedule
provide adequate information about what is
playing at the Capitol Theater.

13 40 92 140

I attend films at the Capitol Theater that
have been previously shown at area
multiplexes.

33 31 112 104

It is important that the Olympia Film Society
continue to operate in the Capitol Theater. 5 12 61 203

I will continue to support the Olympia Film
Society if it is operated at a different venue.

7 21 103 153
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Person-on-the-Street Interview Response
September 2009

1. Have you heard of the Olympia Film Society?
 Yes, a member ................................... 3
 Yes, not a member  ........................... 14
 No   How about Capitol Theater?

 Yes  ........................................ 5
 No   ........................................ 5

2. Did you know that the Olympia Film Society manages the Capitol Theater?
 Yes ................................................... 15
 No ................................................... 7

3. Have you ever seen a film or attended an event at th2e Capitol Theater?
 Yes   Approximately how many times?

 Once or twice............................ 2
 3-5 times.................................. 3
 6-10 times ............................... 2
 More than 10 times ................... 10

 No   .................................................. 4

4. The Olympia Film Society shows alternative films, independent films, documentaries – films
that usually aren’t shown in multiplex theaters. Are you interested in these kinds of films?

 Very interested ................................... 12
 Somewhat interested .......................... 5
 Not at all interested  .......................... 0

5. The Olympia Film Society also stages live music and performance events. Are you interested
in these kinds of performances?

 Very interested ................................... 13
 Somewhat interested .......................... 4
 Not at all interested ........................... 0

6. Regarding your general impression of the Olympia Film Society and the Capitol Theater,
would you say your impression is

 Mostly positive.................................... 15
 Somewhat positive.............................. 5
 Somewhat negative ............................ 0
 Mostly negative ................................. 0
No opinion or don’t know......................... 2

7. In a few words, can you tell me why?
See other side

8. On average, how often do you see films in a multiplex?
 Less than 4 times a year...................... 14
 More than 4 /yr but less than 1/ month. 4
 About once a month............................ 4
 More than once a month...................... 0
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 About once a week ............................. 0

9. On average, how often do you attend live music or performance events?
 Less than 4 times a year...................... 11
 More than 4 /yr but less than 1/ month. 3
 About once a month............................ 5
 More than once a month...................... 2
 About once a week ............................. 1

Responses to the question, “In a few words, can you tell me why,”
and other comments

Always had fun

Too cold during winter. Distracted by the temp.

Love what they offer, but it’s not clean! Seats "funky;” floor not clean.

Good events, like the way the space is welcoming, good price. Membership price is good, don't
go often enough. Liked the old schedule. House would often have the old schedule up. Now
she has less idea what is happening

Provides diversity of entertainment for all. Keep up the good work!

Lives in DuPont

Interesting movies, good atmosphere, drawing for prize, popcorn & soda, more seasonings.
Everything's good! Like email list.

Hasn't been to Cap Theater

Used to go 40 yrs ago. [Re positive impression] They are trying to preserve what it used to be.
More classical, western & 60s music. Action/adventure/mystery, the Sound of Music. Advertise
in Sunday paper. Old-fashioned stuff.

Different than the norm, alternative.

The things that were there years ago were good.

Movies alternative to mainstream

Never had a negative experience there. Interesting stuff! More family-friendly programming.

They have a "green room"' well put-together performances, films. Likes animations, enjoys the
people

Fun events, l\local art on walls, enjoyed newsletter. More kid-friendly films.

Would like more warmth in winter.

Brings different things to community.

Likes Night of Living Tribute bands. Like that they show independent & second-run films, off
the beaten path. Historic theater.
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Downtown Business Interview Questions

Business _________________________________________ Date __________________

Interviewee’s Name ________________________________   Position ______________________

1. How does the Olympia Film Society impact your business/organization?

2. How does OFS impact the downtown area? How does the Capitol Theater impact the
downtown area?

3. What’s your general impression of OFS?

4. What’s your general impression of OFS patrons?

5. Have you ever been asked to be an OFS event sponsor/collaborate with OFS? Would you
consider being a sponsor/to collaborate?

6. What ideas do you have about how OFS can be more successful – attract more patrons,
establish collaborations with other businesses, advertise more effectively, etc.

7. What do you think are some of the challenges that all downtown
businesses/organizations face? Which ones particularly affect your business? Which ones
particularly affect OFS?

8. Do you have any ideas about any ways OFS and you can work together?


